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Abstract: Hirschsprung is a birth defect of Enteric Nervous System (ENS) which is characterized by the absence of enteric 
neurons along the length of intestine. Hirschsprung is one of the complex diseases which has become a important topic of 
human genetics. In this article we have focused on RET gene mutation that is most common cause of HSCR disease. Out of 
seven mutations in RET gene, one mutation S339L is found to be tolerated and have no effect on protein function. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Hirschsprung disease (HSCR) is a congenital disorder which is caused due to the lack of enteric neurons down the length of 
intestine. The occurrence of this disease is different in different ethnic groups averaging almost 1 in 5000 live births (Parisi & 
Kapur, 2000). HSCR can be categorized into three different types on the basis of length segment which lacks ganglion. It can be 
total colonic aganglionic (TCA), long segment HSCR and short segment HSCR (Lantieri et al., 2006). Genetically HSCR is quite 
similar to the other complex diseases with almost 80% sporadic and 20% familial cases. Moreover, in 30% it is found associated to 
the different congenital disorders, but it is diagnosed as syndromic in very few of these cases (Amiel et al., 2008; Moore, 2006). The 
mode of inheritance in sporadic cases is believed to be non-Mendelian while the familial cases showed the Mendelian mode of 
inheritance (Badner et al., 1990). From past few years much attention is being paid to find the genes responsible for HSCR in multi-
generational HSCR families. Many studies have reported the genetic mutation involved in the pathgenesis of HSCR i:e PLD1, 
BACE2, RET, EDNRB, SOX10, KIAA1279 (Lecerf et al., 2014; Sanchez-Mejias et al., 2010; Tomuschat & Puri, 2015). 
The process of identification of gene involved in complex disease is known as gene finding. It is very important process of 
analyzing the genome of an organism. In past process of gene finding use to be costly and time taking as well as it required a lot of 
in vivo experimentation. But due to the recent advancement in bioinformatics and statistical tools, gene finding has become easier. 
The use of many different bioinformatics tools such as M-CAP, SIFT-indel, Polyphen, SIFT and MutationTaster have been reported 
to identify the variants causing HSCR(I. Adzhubei et al., 2013; Hu & Ng, 2013; Jagadeesh et al., 2016; Ng & Henikoff, 2003; 
Schwarz et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2013). In a study conducted by Wu et al seven different genes (RET, CALN1, FANC1, NPHP3, 
DRD5, GLYCTK, CAPN9) have been declared pathogenic by using bioinformatics approaches.  

II. OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this study are to: 

A. Identification and naming of mutations 
B. Verification of mutations via in silico analysis 
C. Determining the effect of mutation in pathogenicity 
D. Enlist the bioinformatics approaches used to identify pathogenic variants 

 
III. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. BLASTx (for Mutation identification) 
Poluphe-2 
1) PolyPhen-2 is a bioinformatics tool that can automatically anticipate probable effect of amino acid substitution on protein’s 

function as well as its structure. The prediction relies on different features consisting of the structural information, sequence and 
phylogenetic. 
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For particular amino acid substitution in a human protein, this tool pulls out different sequences and attributes of site of substitution 
based on structure and then supply them to to the probabilistic classifier. 

2) Polyphen-2 is the advancement of the older Polyphen tool which can annotate nonsynonymous SNPs. Some important features 
of this new edition are:  

a) Machine learning method that is base for probabilistic classifier 
b) High throughput analysis 
c) High quality alignment pipeline for multiple sequence(I. Adzhubei et al., 2013; I. A. Adzhubei et al., 2010) 

 
B. Provean 
Provean is used for the prediction of impact of sequence variations on protein function, including small indels and substitution of 
single amino acid. The basis of the prediction is the change in the similarity of query sequence resulted by the given variation to set 
of sequences of its related proteins. The principle for this prediction is to figure out a pairwise sequence alignment score among 
each of the related sequences and the query sequence. The development of Provean was done to predict whether a variation in 
protein sequence affects its function. 
This tool is can predict all kinds of variations in protein sequence which includes amino acid substitution, insertions and deletions 
either single or multiple. 
For all probable amino acid substitution, insertions and maximum of 10 amino acid deletion, a database has been generated by the 
use of algorithm which contains already computed prediction scores. (Choi, 2012; Choi et al., 2012) 

C. MUPro 
MUpro is another bioinformatics tool which comprises of machine learning programs that predict the affects of single site amino 
acid variation on stability of protein. Neural Networks and support vector machines are the machine learning techniques that have 
been developed. Each of these methods contains a huge mutation database. These methods show 84% accuracy passing through 
cross validation of 20 folds and are better than various other methods found in the literature. These methods have a major advantage 
over other methods because they do not require tertiary structures of protein for the prediction of its stability. This can be justified 
with the experimental results which showed that the accuracy of prediction by the use of sequence analysis alone is as good as using 
tertiary structures. Hence with the use of this server one can predict accurately even without the availability of tertiary structures. 
But, if provided with tertiary structures these methods will provide even better results of prediction. A mutation is said to be 
decreasing stability of protein when the score is less than 0 and a protein stability increases with score bigger than zero. The more 
the score is smaller or bigger than 0 the more confident prediction is (Cheng et al., 2006). 

D. I-Mutation 
I-Mutation is based on a set of support vector machines which predicts the affects single point mutation. It is incorporated in a 
distinct web server. It can automatically predict the change in protein stability due to the point mutation by using only protein 
sequence or its structure if accessible. In addition it can also predict the human deleterious SNPs. One can choose among the three 
predictors:  
First one is an SVM based predictor starts from structural information and predict changes in stability of protein by single-site 
mutation. Second one is the I-Mutant-DDG, a SVM based predictors which use sequence information to predict the changes brought 
by point mutation in stability of protein. Third is the I-Mutant-Disease which is based on SVM and makes use of sequence 
information to predict human SNPs.(E Capriotti et al., 2006; Emidio Capriotti et al., 2005) 

E. PhD.SNP 
PhD.SNP is an SVM-based classifier which is used to predict human Deleterious SNPs. In its new version a single SVM driven 
predictor is developed that test profile information and protein sequence. The input of PHD-SNP SVM is formed by following steps: 
The substitution from the wild type to the mutant residue for a given mutation is encoded in 20 elements vector which contain at 18 
positions, 1 in the position relative to mutant residues and -1 at position relative to mutant residues. Another vector is formed which 
consist of 20 elements that encodes for the sequence environment. This second vector reports the frequency residues in a window of 
19 residues around variant residue. From the above discuss procedure both the occurrence of the mutated (Fi(MUT)) and wild type 
residue (Fi(WT)) at location (E Capriotti et al., 2006). 
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F. SIFT 
Sorting intolerant from tolerant (SIFT) is used to anticipate whether an amino acid substitution is deleterious and by doing that it 
helps in bridging the gap amongst phenotypic variations and mutations. The use of SIFT has been done in genetic studies, mutation 
and disease. The procedure for the use of SIFT has been in Nature Protocols previously. (Vaser et al., 2016)The projects of random 
mutagenesis and SNP studies help in identifying the amino acid substitution in the coding regions of protein. All the substitutions 
have the ability to affect the function of proteins. SIFT is useful for its users in prioritizing their further on the basis prediction 
whether an amino acid substitution affects the function of protein. It has been reported that mutagenesis and human polymorphism 
studies by SIFT can differentiate between amino acid changes which maybe deleterious or functionally neutral (Ng & Henikoff, 
2003). 

G. Mutation Taster 
Mutation Taster is used to assess disease causing ability of variants of DNA sequence. It carries out an array of in-silico tests to 
anticipate the effect of variant on the product of gene or protein. The tests of Mutation Taster are done on both DNA and protein 
level hence this tool is not bound to single amino acid substitution but also able to handle variants of introns and synonymous 
variants (Schwarz et al., 2010, 2014) 
Mutation Taster incorporate information from different databases and makes use of conventional tools for analysis. Analysis covers 
splice-site variations, deficit of protein attributes and variations that can affect the mRNA amount. The results obtained are then 
analyzed by Bayes classifier2 which can anticipate the potential of disease. Usually a query is solved in 0.3 seconds or less(Schwarz 
et al., 2010) 
 
H. M-Cap 
M-Cap is used to classify clinical pathogenicity by accurately dismissing 60% of rare missense mutations with tentative significance 
at 95% sensitivity in a genome. Classifiers like MetaLR, CADD, PolyPhen-2 and SIFT help in anticipating of many rare missense 
variants by deprioritizing some variants in a typical genome. These extensively employed methods misclassify 25 to 50% of 
identified pathogenic mutations which can eventually direct to wrong diagnosis (Jagadeesh et al., 2016) 
It has been demonstrated by using individuals from 1000 Genome Project and exomes of solved patients that M-CAP accurately 
retains 95% of the pathogenic variants while discharge more than 60% of the variants with unknown consequences in a usual 
exome. Even though M-CAP dismiss 3/5 of the benign alterations, but it saves much time of geneticist to identify the contributing 
gene or variant in small number of candidates which makes M-CAP important to clinicians (Ionita-Laza et al., 2016) 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
BLAST-X is used to compare the amino acid sequence of the given FASTA format of RET gene. By using BLAST-X mutations are 
identified across the similar sequences in the NCBI database. Seven mutations are common R114C, V292M, D300N, R313Q, 
S316I, S339L, D353Y and R360Q (So et al., 2011). FASTA format of RET gene is mentioned, which is used to analyze the 
mutations and their effects on protein. 
>NP_066124.1 proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase receptor Ret isoform a precursor [Homo 
sapiens]MAKATSGAAGLRLLLLLLLPLLGKVALGLYFSRDAYWEKLYVDQAAGTPLLYVHALRDAPEEVPSFRLGQHLYG
TYRTRLHENNWICIQEDTGLLYLNRSLDHSSWEKLSVRNRGFPLLTVYLKVFLSPTSLREGECQWPGCARVYFSFFNTSFPA
CSSLKPRELCFPETRPSFRIRENRPPGTFHQFRLLPVQFLCPNISVAYRLLEGEGLPFRCAPDSLEVSTRWALDREQREKYEL
VAVCTVHAGAREEVVMVPFPVTVYDEDDSAPTFPAGVDTASAVVEFKRKEDTVVATLRVFDADVVPASGELVRRYTSTL
LPGDTWAQQTFRVEHWPNETSVQANGSFVRATVHDYRLVLNRNLSISENRTMQLAVLVNDSDFQGPGAGVLLLHFNVSV
LPVSLHLPSTYSLSVSRRARRFAQIGKVCVENCQAFSGINVQYKLHSSGANCSTLGVVTSAEDTSGILFVNDTKALRRPKCA
ELHYMVVATDQQTSRQAQAQLLVTVEGSYVAEEAGCPLSCAVSKRRLECEECGGLGSPTGRCEWRQGDGKGITRNFSTC
SPSTKTCPDGHCDVVETQDINICPQDCLRGSIVGGHEPGEPRGIKAGYGTCNCFPEEEKCFCEPEDIQDPLCDELCRTVIAAA
VLFSFIVSVLLSAFCIHCYHKFAHKPPISSAEMTFRRPAQAFPVSYSSSGARRPSLDSMENQVSVDAFKILEDPKWEFPRKNL
VLGKTLGEGEFGKVVKATAFHLKGRAGYTTVAVKMLKENASPSELRDLLSEFNVLKQVNHPHVIKLYGACSQDGPLLLIV
EYAKYGSLRGFLRESRKVGPGYLGSGGSRNSSSLDHPDERALTMGDLISFAWQISQGMQYLAEMKLVHRDLAARNILVAE
GRKMKISDFGLSRDVYEEDSYVKRSQGRIPVKWMAIESLFDHIYTTQSDVWSFGVLLWEIVTLGGNPYPGIPPERLFNLLKT
GHRMERPDNCSEEMYRLMLQCWKQEPDKRPVFADISKDLEKMMVKRRDYLDLAASTPSDSLIYDDGLSEEETPLVDCNN
APLPRALPSTWIENKLYGMSDPNWPGESPVPLTRADGTNTGFPRYPNDSVYANWMLSPSAAKLMDTFDS 
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For mutational analysis four bioinformatics tools are used, Polyphen tool gives three types of results, probably damaging, possibly 
damaging and Benign based on the polyphen score. PhD.SNP results are telling that the mentioned amino acid mutation in RET 
gene are human deleterious and cause disease. I-Mutant results tell us the stability of the protein after the mutation. And SIFT 
results indicate whether the amino acid mutation is tolerated and has no effect on protein or is not tolerated and affects the protein 
function. Table 1 contains the results of all four bioinformatics tools which are used to analyze the mutations and to determine their 
aftereffects on protein function and pathogenicity. 

Table: 1 Results of Polyphen, PhD-SNP, I-Mutant and SIFT, *probably damaging, *possibly damaging, *Predictor of human 
Deleterious SNPs, 

Protein Functional prediction 

NP_066124.1 Polyphen PhD-SNP I-Mutant SIFT 

R114C PRD HD-SNPs Decrease Tolerated 

V292M PRD HD-SNPs Increase Not Tolerated 

D300N PRD HD-SNPs Decrease Not Tolerated 

R313Q PRD HD-SNPs Decrease Not Tolerated 

S316I PSD HD-SNPs Decrease Not Tolerated 

S339L Benign HD-SNPs Increase  Tolerated 

D353Y PRD HD-SNPs Decrease Not Tolerated 

R360Q PSD HD-SNPs Decrease Not Tolerated 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

Mutation in RET gene is the most common cause of HSCR disease. Out of hundreds of mutations these seven mutations are 
reported in different literatures (R114C, V292M, D300N, R313Q, S316I, S339L, D353Y and R360Q) have different effects on RET 
protein which cause the HSCR. S339L is only mutation which is tolerated and doesn’t have any effect on protein stability and 
function. Rest of the mutations are affecting protein function. 
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